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Get to know all the members of the Lion Guard in this interactive book! Young readers will love

peeking under 40 flaps to explore the Pride Lands with the Guard.
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Because my 2 year old is a HUGE Lion Guard Fan, I just bought this book because Kion was on the

cover. At the time I purchased it, I didn't realize that this book was a "lift the flap" style. The flaps

help to make this book really fun and engaging. I do wish that the flap stayed in the down position a

little better, but my son doesn't seem to mind. The book itself is very big and sturdy, and the

illistrations are super bright and engaging. The book also touches on counting, cause and effect,

and colors. It's a great book for ages 2-5. I think that any Lion Guard fan would approve of this

adorable book.

My daughter is a huge The Lion Guard fan, and I may or may not have a little bit of an obsession

with growing my child's book library. This book is a nice size without being overly bulky. My copy

was clean and clearly a fresh print, every lift-a-flap flap was completely straight. The story is pretty

basic but my daughter loves getting to lift each flap and see the image change! It's a good length for

a bedtime story. We purchased an additional copy for a friend for her birthday, and she was equally

excited!



GREAT book for kids! I wasn't expecting it, but I think this is pretty educational overall. We read it a

lot for bedtime and anytime during the day. My son is 3 and I think he will like this for a while longer

as well.

The pictures are nice, bright colors, etc, the book itself seems sturdy but my son is 5 and really likes

the lion guard... I would recommend the book for younger kids (maybe 2 year olds?)... It's my first

words and shapes/colors type of stuff, not really a story so not good for older toddler and pre school

kids

My daughter loves it. The pages are strong (board book). They have various flaps that kids can lift

up to find items that all relate. Each spread is about something specific like different bugs or colors

and it's done it very cute way. The illustrations are what you expect from Disney and main

characters are all represented. My 27month old loves to discuss the objects. The only problem for

me is that she likes to tear flaps and was able to do so within a few mins of receiving the book.

Luckily, I've been asking her not to rip them and she seems to get it now. She only tore the one. I

would recommend this book.

My son LOVES this book! He wants to read it every night. He loves looking under all the flaps and

seeing what happens in the story. I can see how kids could easily tear off the flaps, but our

2-yearÃ¢Â€Â‹ old has been really good about taking care of it and is gentle with them.

This is my daughters favorite new show and the book is a lot of fun. This is a lift and find book,

which makes reading even more interactive then normal. I like that it goes over the whole concept of

the Lion Guard again in an easy to understand way. I also like that they talk about all the characters

and not just Kion. I like that the book incorporates counting, colors, animals, and having your child

help find certain things on page.

Lenticular idea interesting but difficult to manipulate to view well. Making it not so great for

introducing alphabet. Also animal choices for alphabet interestingly different but again not best

choice for the younger ones.
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